
youth village
[Hebrew: כפר נוער , Kfar No'ar]

A youth village is a boarding school model first
developed in Mandate Palestine in the 1920s
to care for groups of children and teenagers

fleeing the Nazis. Ben Shemen, established in
1927, was one of the first youth villages and

sought to endow children with a Zionist ethic,
teach them to work the land, and build an

appreciation for responsibility.

Bringing an excellent English education to at-risk youth
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FOR EXCELLENCE
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THE BEN SHEMEN COLLABORATION
AT A GLANCE

Ben-Shemen is a cross between a boarding school and a
kibbutz and serves as a home to a diverse group of at-risk
students - some from broken homes, others secular outcasts of
religious communities, and also new immigrants seeking
immersion into the Israeli way of life. 

What is ben shemen?

Israel suffers from an acute shortage of thousands of teachers
for core subjects- and nowhere is this more felt than in the
social and geographic periphery. As a self-contained village
serving children from disadvantaged backgrounds, Ben
Shemen faces a particularly challenging time attracting and
retaining high quality educators; yet, these students, more-so
than the average child, require access to an excellent
education in order to enable them to rise above their
circumstances. Enter TALMA.   

What need does ben shemen have for talma?

In 2018, TALMA launched its flagship summer English program
at Ben Shemen to rousing success. The staff and leadership of
Ben Shemen flawlessly integrated the summer Fellows into their
community, and the Fellows found purpose and meaning in
serving the children of the village. Following a successful
second summer in 2019, Ben Shemen built TALMA Teachers a
permanent home at the village - The English Teachers Village  -
and the full year program at Ben Shemen was born.

How does the Partnership between
TaLMA & Ben SHEMEN WORK?

the full year
Pilot
During 2019, Ben Shemen is hosting  6
American teachers who are serving as
the English teachers for grades 3-12.

How it works
TALMA Fellows spend 10 months serving
at the Village, with an option to make
Aliyah at the completion of the year. In
exchange for their service, teachers
receive a stipend, housing, meals,
professional development, university
credits, ulpan, and social programming. 

Teaching
Fellows teach for 8 hours a day, with a
combination of traditional classes and
small group work at our newly launched
English Learning Center. Fellows focus
instruction on oral skills, but also support
students in preparing for Bagrut exams.

Outcomes
By working and living at the village,
Fellows are filling Ben Shemen with
English learning opportunities - their
presence motivates students to converse,
practice & engage with English (and the        
  teachers!) at every opportunity.


